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To all whom‘ it may concern: 
Be it known that ‘I, RICHARD LEUMANN, a 

citizen of the Republic of Switzerland, re 
siding at Villa La LoeX, Chailly sur Lau 
sanne, Switzerland, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Devices 
for Feeding Tablets of Chocolate and Simi 
lar Articles to Tables of ‘Wrapping-Ma 
chines; and I do 
ing to be a clear, full, and exact description 
of the invention, such as will enable others 
skilled in the art to which it appertains to 
make and use the same, reference being had 
to the accompanyin drawings, and to let 
ters or ?gures of reference marked thereon, 
which form a part of this speci?cation. 
This invention relates to improvements 

in devices for feeding tablets of chocolate 
and similar articles to the working table 
of a wrapping-machine of the kind in which 
a vertically movable carrier conveys the low~ 
ermost tablet of a pile of tablets to the 
working table of the machine. The char 
acteristic feature of the improved feed de 
vice consists in that the carrier cooperates 
with an adjustable two-part ‘supporting 

said member being so 
designed and actuated that its two parts lie 
normally against ‘two opposite edges of the 
lowermost tablet of the pile to be supported. 

the two parts of the sup; 
porting member an aperture is provided be 
tween them through which isadapted to 

the carrier has been 

pass the movable carrier. .The supporting 
‘member releases the pile of tablets as soon as 
the carrier moved‘ through said "aperture is 
brought into a position in which it is caused 
to support the pile, said supporting mem 
ber acting then again as a-support for the ~ 
pile minus a tablet'at the moment at which 

moved downwardly 
from its uppermost positionby an amount 
corresponding to the thickness of- a tablet. 
The invention consists also in thepartic 

ular construction, arrangements and combi 
nation of parts of the‘ feed device, as will 
be hereinafter fully set forthand pointed 
out in the claims, reference being had to the 
accompanying drawings showing’by wayof 
example an embodiment of the invention. 
In these drawings: _ ' 

Figure 1 is a vertical cross-section through‘ 
b 

hereby declare the follow- _ anenlar 

[groove 30 of a cam-disk 31.: 

‘ 20 of 'tih _ I _ 

‘the levers referred .to are» interlinked the , 

the feed device and the table of the wrap 
ping-machine, the parts of this machine not 
necessary for the understanding of the in 
vention being omitted. 

Fig. 2 is a side view and 
Fig. 3 a plan view of the feed device. 
Figs. 11 and 5 are fragmentary vertical 

cross-sections of the feed device, drawn on 
ed scale and illustrating the mem 
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bers of t ve device in different working posi 
. tions. 

Referring to the drawings, 1 denotes sta 
tionary, frame-like guides for the tablets 2 
of chocolate arranged in v"said guides one 
upon another so that they form a pile. The 
guides 1 are ?xed to supports 41 mounted 
in a stationary manner on the frame 42 of 
the machine. 24 designates the working 
table of the wrappin -machine' provided 
with an opening 3 through which is adapted 
to pass the carrier 4 having" the shape of a 
plate. The latter is reciprocated in a ver 
tical direction by a lever-parallelogram 5, 
6, 7, 8 and a roller 9 runnin in'a cam 

The latter is 

70 

75; 

?xed tothe main driving ‘shaft 32. The. 
size of the opening 3 is at least in one direc4 
tion smaller than the corresponding dimen 
sion of a tablet ‘2.3; Beneath two oppositely 
arranged lower edges'of the guides 1, 1 are 
arranged two jaws 10 extending over the 
whole length of the tablets_2 and provided 
with surfaces 11“ for supporting the pile of 
tablets. 
ends of a 
while the second jaw 10 connects two ends 
of a pair of levers, one of which has two 
arms 14, 125, while the other one has three 
arms 14, 15, 16. The levers 12, 13 are piv 
otally mounted on stationary bolts 1.7,wh1le 
the levers 14, 15 and 14:, 15, 16 are pivotally 
mounted on bolts 18. An opening 43 is p_r0~ , 
vided betweenthe jaws 10, 10 through which 

plate 4 is adapted to pass. “The ends 19, the .. 
e arms 13 and 15 respectively of 

vends 19 of the lever-arms 13 being fork 
a‘ shaped and each of them surrounding a pin 
21 provided at one end of each arm 15. The 
end 22 of the lever arm 16 is connected to a 
rod 23, while each arm 15 is acted upon’ 

' by a tension spring 25. The rod v23 is piv 

so 
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One of said jaws 10 connects two _ 
pair. of double armed levers 12,13, 
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30 to move apart and the 

otally connected to a lever 27 adapted to 
rock about a stationary shaft 26. The lever 
27 carries at its free end a roller 28 cooperat 
ing with a cam 33 ?xed to the ‘driving 

5 shaft 32.~ 
34 designates a piston movably mounted 

in a stationary guide 35. To the piston 34 
is connected a short rod 36 which in its 
turn is connected to a lever 37 pivotally. 

10 mounted on a stationary shaft 38. The 
lever 37 carries a roller 39 running in a cam—_ 
groove of a cam-disk 4O ?xed to the driving 
shaft 32. .When the latter is rotated, the~ 
cam-disk 40 causes said piston 34 to reciproq 

15 cats ’ in its axial direction. 
The operation of the described improved 

feed device is as follows: 
Upon a rotation of the driving shaft 32, 

the cam-disk 31 cooperating with the roller 
20 9 causes an upward movement of the plate 4, 

- the latter being moved at ?rst through the 
opening 43 provided between the jaws 10 
and then forced against the lowermost tab 
let 2 of the pile, whereupon the plate 4 

25 together with the whole pile resting now 
on this plate is moved upwardly a small 
amount, so that the pile is moved away from 
the surfaces 11. The roller 28 is now acted 
upon by the cam-disk 33 causing the jaws 1O 

lowermost tablet of 
the pile resting on the plate 4 is then moved 
past said jaws 10 at the beginning of the 
downward stroke of the plate 4. When the 
latter has been moved downwardly to an 

3.5 amount corresponding to the'thickness of a 
tablet 2, the rod 23 operatively connected to 

_the roller 28 cooperating with the cam 
disk 33 causes said jaws 10 to ‘rock inwardly 
as the springs 25 have the tendency to press 

to the roller 28 downwardly. In consequence 
of said inward rocking movement imparted 
to the jaws 10, the supporting surfaces 11 

_ of the latter are moved beneath the edges of 
the lowest but one tablet 2 of the pile, in 

45 which position they act again as supports 
for the whole pile (see Fig. 4) as soon as 
the lowermost tablet resting on the carrier 
plate 4—~which conveys it to the table 4 of 
the wrapping-machine v(see Fig. 5)—-has 

50 been moved downwardly to an amount cor 
responding to the thickness of a tablet. 
‘The tablet of chocolate is now‘ conveyed 

by the plate 4 onto the table 24 where it as 
sumes the position illustratedv in Fig. 5. 

55 From this position it is pushed in the fur 
ther course of the working cycle of the de 
vice away from the passage 3 and into a 
suitable wrapping mechanism (not shown 
on the drawings because not pertaining to 

so ‘the present invention),,by the piston 24 op- ' 
eratively connected to the cam-disk 40. 

The feed device hereinbefore described 
presents the material advantages that the 
transport of the tablets of chocolate. is ef 
fected from their piled up position into the 

from said pile onto 

prising 
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position in which they rest loosely on the 
table 24 without producing any friction be 
tween the single tablets and between the 
latter and the members of the device com 
ing in contact therewith. . 
What I claim now as my lnvention 1s: 
1. A device for feeding tablets of goods 

70 

to the table of a wrapping-machine, com- , 
prising means adapted to take up a pile of 
tablets, a carrier arranged beneath said pile, 
means ‘for reciprocating said carrier in a 
vertical'direction in order to convey a tab 
let from said pile onto the table of the wrap 
ping-machine, a two-part supporting mem 
ber normally carrying said pile, and means 
for moving the two arts of said member 
relatively to one anot er, saidcarrier being 
adapted to be moved through an opening 
confined by the two parts of said member 

> against said pile to move the latter clear off 
the supporting member, the two parts of the 
latter being then moved apart and the pile 
being then supported by said carrier until 
the latter has been moved downwardly from 
its uppermost position by an ‘amount cor 
responding to the thickness of a tablet, 
whereupon the pile minus its lowermost tab 
let is brought to rest again on said two-part 
member while said lowermost tablet is trans 
ported by the carrier in the course of its 
downward movement onto the table of the 
wrapping-machine. 

2. A device for feeding tablets of goods 
to thetable of a wrapping-machine, com 
prising means adapted to take up a pile of 
tablets, a carrier arranged beneath said pile, 
means for reciprocating said carrier in a 
vertical direction in order to convey a tablet 

the table of the wrap 
ping-machine, a supporting member for the 
pile comprising two pivotally mounted aws 
normally resting against two opposite edges 
of the lowermost tablet of the pile, and 
means for moving said jaws apart and 
toward one another, said “carrier being 
adapted to 'be moved through an opening 
con?ned by the two pivotally mounted j aws‘ 
against said pile to move the latter clear o?‘ 
said jaws, the latter being then moved apart 
and the pile being then supported by said 
carrier’ until the latter has been moved 
downwardly from its uppermost position by 
an amount corresponding to the thickness of 
atablet, whereupon the pile minus its lower 
mosttablet ‘is brought to rest again on said 
jaws while said‘ lowermost tablet is trans 
ported by the carrier in the course of its 
downward movement- onto the table of the 
wrapping-machine. 

‘3. A device for feeding tablets of goods 
to the table of a wrapping-machine, com 

stationary means adapted to take up 
a pile of tablets, a plate arranged beneath 
said pile, .means comprising a lever-par 
allelogram for reciprocating said plate in a 

75. 
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vertical direction in‘ order toconvey a tablet 
from said pile onto the table of the wrap 
ping-machine, a two-part supporting mem 
ber normally carrying said pile, and means 
for moving the two parts of said member 
relatively to one'another, said plate being 
ada ted to be moved through an opening 

lined by the two parts of said member 
against said pile to move the latter clear off 
the supporting member, the two parts of the 
latter being then moved apart and the pile 
being then supported by said plate until the 
latter has been moved‘ downwardly from its _ 
uppermost ’ position by an amount corre 
sponding to the thickness of a tablet, 
whereupon the pile minus its lowermost tab 
let is brought to rest again on said two-part 
member while said lowermost tablet is 
transported by the plate in the course of its 

3 

~ downward movement onto the table of the 
wrapping-machine. 

20 

r 4. A tablet feeding mechanism eompris- . 
ing means for holding a plurality of super 
imposed tablets, means for supporting the 
tablets in the holder, an auxiliary support 
and carrier, means for reciprocating the lat 
ter between the supporting means, and 
means’ for withdrawing the supporting 
means from the tablets during a period of 
movement of the carrier, whereby one of the 
tablets is released from the holder. 
In testimony that I claim the foregoing 

as my invention, I have signed my name. 

RICHARD LEUMANN. 

Witnesses: ' 

I. LAM, , 
E. Glnnnss. 
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